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THE 1930s was a decade of social, political, and economic upheaval. For many 
people it was a decade of hardship, whilst for some it was a decade of worry. 
Tomorrow magazine was founded to discuss the issues that concerned a small 
section of the New Zealand community. Most members of this group did not 
themselves face economic hardship, but they did worry about the causes of such 
hardship, and they were earnest in their concern to find alternatives to the 
existing system. 

The people who contributed to and read Tomorrow were the writers, intellec-
tuals, and politicians of the New Zealand left. They used Tomorrow as a forum 
to discuss their politics and their art, and it was the first regular nationwide 
vehicle the group had had. The appearance of Tomorrow was itself a major 
element in creating an identity for the left in New Zealand. 

The magazine was the brain-child of artist and radical Andrew Kennaway 
Henderson. He was the unpaid editor, and the man whose commitment sustained 
Tomorrow through several financial, organizational, and ideological crises. 
Henderson was 53 when he founded Tomorrow. He had been a commercial 
illustrator and artist in New Zealand and Australia before returning to Christ-
church to live in 1931. He was considerably older than the young writers who 
were to form the bulk of his contributors and from a different social and 
ideological background. He was not committed to any party or ideology, and was 
not a university-educated radical. His political and ethical views were those of 
a humanitarian socialist. 

At first sight Henderson was an unusual person to be the driving force behind 
such a magazine. He was a shy man, eccentric in behaviour, and lacking any 
steady income. He did, however, have an almost fanatical determination to fight 
injustice. During his time in Sydney, Henderson had, as Winston Rhodes wrote, 
harboured the dream 'of founding and editing an independent journal in which 
a place might be reserved for his own cartoons that would bitterly and with 
passionate indignation attack the hypocrisy of state, church and vested interest'.1 

When Henderson returned to Christchurch to begin planning Tomorrow, it 
was not a conducive time to establish a new magazine. There was no shortage 
of issues, but finding subscribers was to prove difficult. There was no established 

1 H. Winston Rhodes, Kennaway Henderson. Artist, Editor and Radical, Christchurch, 1988, 
p. 37. 
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market for such a magazine and the fact that Tomorrow quickly became 
associated with the left further limited its appeal. 

In 1933 Henderson, Frederick Sinclaire, Professor of English at Canterbury 
University College, and H. Winston Rhodes, Sinclaire's assistant, formed an 
organizing committee. Later, Denis Glover and Bruce Souter, an official at the 
Public Trust Office, joined them.2 In January 1934 a specimen copy of 
Tomorrow was produced, while 27 contributors had been persuaded to support 
the venture. Henderson travelled the country to attract further subscribers and 
contributors and by the time regular publication began, in July 1934, Tomorrow 
had some 300 subscribers.3 To begin with, Henderson relied upon academics and 
writers from the pre-war generation for contributions, but within a year the 
magazine had attracted the cream of New Zealand's young intellectuals and 
radicals. Indeed, by February 1936 only Henderson, Rhodes, and Sinclaire 
remained of the original 27 contributors. 

Undoubtedly it was the calibre of its contributors that enabled Tomorrow to 
survive. They were, by any standard, a remarkable group of people. M.R. 
Gillespie described it as having 'a contributing staff that included some of New 
Zealand's most able young men',4 and he might also have noted the talented 
women such as Iris Wilkinson (writing as Robin Hyde), Freda Cook, Muriel 
Innes and, from Australia, Nettie Palmer. Amongst other notable contributors 
were W.B. Sutch, Denis Glover, Frank Sargeson, Ian Milner, J.C. Beaglehole, 
R.A.K. Mason, Allen Curnow, Ormond Wilson, A.R.D. Fairbum, John A. Lee, 
Harold Innes, James Bertram, and W.N. Pharazyn. 

Of the writers contributing material about New Zealand politics, the most . 
interesting was Sutch. As the economic adviser to both the Coalition and Labour 
governments, he was uniquely placed to comment upon and analyse the 
economic policies of New Zealand. He and a colleague of his, Harold Innes,5 

contributed to the opening column of each issue, entitled 'News And Views'. 
Henderson wanted Tomorrow to be 'independent' of party or commercial 

interest. The motivation behind this policy was partly practical and partly 
ideological. He needed to attract enough contributors and subscribers for the 
magazine to survive, and adopting a non-party line may have been an attempt to 
achieve that. In ideological terms, independence was probably related to 
Henderson's somewhat naive socialism. He believed that an intelligent discus-
sion of the evils of society (particularly of capitalism) would lead to the framing 
of solutions that all could accept. The solutions would, of course, be socialist in 
nature. Henderson also wished to emulate the policy of the New Age,6 an 

2 Glover described Souter as having a 'mausoleum (Red Square) mind'. Glover to Fairburn, 24 
February 1939, Glover Papers, MS 1128/13, Alexander Turnbull Library (ATL), Wellington. 

3 Interview, Rhodes with author. 
4 'The New Zealand Labour Government and The Spanish Civil War, 1936-1937,' Otago 

University, 1977, p.49. 
5 Innes was a private secretary, trade adviser, and close friend to Walter Nash. He was a member 

of the Parliamentary Home Guard, 1939-1944, and later became a director of companies such as 
Schweppes (NZ), L.D. Nathan, and Waikato Breweries. 

6 The New Age had as its subtitle 'An Independent Socialist Review of Politics, Literature, and 
Art'. 
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influential socialist magazine published in London before the First World War. 
Tomorrow's style, tone, and policy of independence were largely copied from 
the New Age. 

As part of their 'independent' policy, Henderson and the editorial group 
agreed to publish anything that was well written and not defamatory. Thus, in the 
simplest analysis, Tomorrow reflected the views of its writers. This is important 
to appreciate because, until April 1937, there was no editorial statement in the 
magazine. However, despite its claims to 'independence', Tomorrow was 
quickly colonized by left-wing writers. This was partly due to the policy of 
accepting any writing, and partly due to Henderson's shortcomings as an editor. 
Conservative writers made almost no contribution to the paper, and because 
Henderson made almost no effort to solicit or arrange contributions the hoped-
for balance never occurred. 

Despite the fact that Henderson failed to attract contributions from across the 
political spectrum, the policy o f ' independence' did succeed in a narrower sense. 
Because it was not aligned to any party or ideological group, Tomorrow attracted 
contributors from the entire spectrum of the New Zealand left. Trotskyites, 
Stalinists, Labour party MPs, Christian pacifists, Georgists, and all manner of 
socialists contributed to and read the magazine. There was, however, one group 
that was noticeably absent from the pages of the magazine. Trade unionists did 
not contribute to Tomorrow and trade union affairs were not regularly covered. 
In general, working-class ideas and politics received little attention from the 
magazine's contributors. This reflected the middle-class intellectual bias of the 
contributors. It was a feature of Tomorrow that intellectual and ideological 
material always dominated coverage of practical politics and policies. Tomor-
row was (albeit unconsciously) a magazine that reflected the ideology of the 
Popular Front: the loose grouping of socialists and radicals united by their 
opposition to fascism. 

In many respects the content and intentions of Tomorrow were alien to New 
Zealand. Tomorrow felt that New Zealanders were too accepting of their 
situation, and that there was not enough criticism and anger in the discussion of 
issues. The magazine also considered that there was a need for discussion and 
debate about controversial social and political issues. These intentions were 
probably unwelcome to many New Zealanders. For a magazine to discuss the 
class struggle within New Zealand and to criticize groups because of their 
business or social interests challenged the egalitarian myths and power struc-
tures of the nation and state. The concept of an independent magazine, open to 
contributions from all sides of the political and social spectrum, was based on an 
acceptance of diversity and controversy within New Zealand. With aims such as 
these, Tomorrow was unlikely ever to become a popular or widely read 
magazine. Indeed, at its height, the number of subscribers may only have reached 
1000, although it was widely lent and read in libraries. 

Before the 1935 election the main influences on those who wrote about New 
Zealand politics were the policies and attitudes of the Coalition government. The 
magazine's writers found the climate of social opinion associated with the 
government distasteful, and they were in natural opposition to its economics and 
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politics. Tomorrow was therefore an organ for criticism and a symbol of the new 
opposition. Although the climate associated with the Coalition government was 
its incubator, the magazine did not fully develop as a journal of political criticism 
until the Labour government took office. As a left-wing critic of a Labour 
government, Tomorrow developed for itself the role of the government's 
socialist conscience. It was not a role the government came to appreciate. As 
early as July 1935, the 'News And Views' column outlined their intentions: 

Tomorrow sees its relation to the Labour party as that between ankus7 and elephant, 
the only weakness in the metaphor being that the elephant is an exploited creature serving 
the mahout and, ultimately the mahout's exploiters. . . . We favour it as against its 
competitors, but if we see itpreferring its corporate interests to its representative duty our 
points will be pressed into its pachydermis with all the vigour at our command.8 

When Tomorrow began publication, the conservative Coalition government 
had been in power since 1931. The communist writer Major W.N. Pharazy n was 
quick to attack the capitalist system and the government which controlled New 
Zealand culture and society. It was a system which Pharazyn described as having 
been 'inculcated in most of the schools and churches, in the cinemas and in the 
newspapers, and the possession of it is perhaps the most important factor in 
securing or holding down a job'.9 

The theme of the influence of New Zealand's politics on its society was the 
subject of a review article by a writer named' ES AU', published in January 1935. 
Entitled' Are We Politically Degenerate?', it reviewed an article by an American 
writer, Marc T. Greene of the Christian Science Monitor, which had been 
published in the journal Current History. In his article, 'Dimmed Hopes in New 
Zealand', Greene described a nation that had once 'been regarded as politically 
daring almost to the point of actual socialism', but which had become in recent 
years 'increasingly conservative'. Greene surmised that more recent colonists 
'checked the trend toward socialism and substituted rather the standards and the 
habits of thought and action of Home'.10 ESAU commented that 'on the evidence 
one cannot help thinking that his estimate of us is only too true. He is too polite 
to call us spineless, but he evidently thinks we are.'11 Greene had also noticed 
signs of change. He wrote: 'The younger generation has little patience with 
Victorian respectability... and no patience at all with the ultraconservatism that 
has resisted all social and political changes since the days of such pioneers as Sir 
George Grey and Richard Seddon.'12 

Greene's comments summed up much of the thinking of Tomorrow's writers. 
As an outsider, he clearly saw signs of change and expressions of dissatisfaction 
that were only beginning to be appreciated by New Zealanders. Tomorrow's 

7 Ankus: an elephant goad. 
8 'Ourselves And Labour', Tomorrow, 1, 40 (31 July 1935), p. 1. 
9 'New Zealand And The World Today', ibid.,1,4 (1 August 1934), p. 6. 

10 ibid., 1, 27 (23 January 1935), p. 17. 
11 ibid., p. 18. 
12 ibid. 
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writers were not confident that the New Zealand public would follow the lead 
of those who wanted change and elect a Labour government. 

The 1935 general election was the first major New Zealand political event that 
Tomorrow covered. There was, however, only scant coverage of the beginning 
of the campaign, until July/August when Ormond Wilson (a Labour candidate) 
and Pharazyn disagreed as to whether the election of Labour would see the 
introduction of socialism. This was the issue that dominated the election 
coverage of the magazine. The general view, best expressed by Pharazyn and 
Max Riske, was that Labour's election would not lead to the introduction of 
socialism. At most they expected Labour to introduce reforming legislation that 
might control the excesses of the capitalist system. 

While Tomorrow's writers were quick to focus on the ideological question of 
the future of socialism under a Labour government, they displayed little interest 
in the policies Labour and the Coalition were putting before New Zealanders. 
Michael Joseph Savage's explanation of the guaranteed prices scheme for dairy 
products was the only policy issue that received more than passing notice. Even 
that coverage focused on the socialist implications of providing farmers with 
state subsidies. Issues such as unemployment, housing, health, and education 
were excluded from the election coverage. Instead, articles by Pharazyn and 
Riske concentrated on providing readers with Marxist analyses of the New 
Zealand political situation. The best example of this type of article was Riske's 
analysis of Nationalist policy, which saw capitalism in New Zealand as a cultural 
hegemony that the Forbes-Coates government had been defending. Riske 
argued that a Labour government must not try to run capitalism better than the 
capitalists, but should attempt to create a new mass culture and destroy the old. 
He concluded that 'planned destruction of capitalism is the urgent need of this 
and all similar countries'.14 

Altogether, Tomorrow's attitude to the possible election of a Labour govern-
ment was lukewarm. The 'News And Views' columnists were sanguine at the 
prospect and commented the week before that 'by the time this appears we hope 
the first New Zealand Labour government will be in office, but in office or out, 
we know there is not much to expect there'.15 The piecemeal change that 
Tomorrow's writers correctly predicted Labour would implement would, in this 
Marxist analysis, do nothing to halt the decline of capitalism or the rise of 
fascism, or help create the future socialist state. 

Indeed, the election of the Labour government appears to have surprised 
Tomorrow's writers. Believing, as they did, in the power of the press and 
capitalist interests over the public, the writers were pleasantly surprised to 
discover that 'we have in fact been making the egregious error of underestimat-
ing the political sense of New Zealanders'.16 The immediate problem, as they 

13 Wilson, 'A Plea For The Labour Party', ibid, 1, 39 (24 January 1935), pp. 19-20; Pharazyn, 
'What Shall We Do?', ibid., 1,41 (7 August 1935), pp. 4-6. 
14 'The Nationalist's Policy', ibid., 2, 3 (13 November 1935), p. 8. 
15 'And Socialists', 'News And Views', ibid., 2, 5 (27 November 1935), p. 2. 
16 'Making History', 'News And Views', ibid., 2, 6 (4 December 1935), p. 1. 
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saw it, was that Labour had been elected prematurely. In terms of New Zealand's 
historical development (as seen in Marxist analysis) the nation was not prepared 
for a socialist government with socialist policies. Using the same framework, 
Tomorrow did not consider that Labour had yet developed into a truly socialist 
political organization. 

Pharazyn supported this belief with some interesting analysis. In his view, 
popular support for socialism was not the cause of Labour's election, nor did 
Labour put forward a socialist policy. Rather, Labour's support consisted o f ' (1) 
Solid Labour supporters . . . . (2) An angry and largely blind anti-government 
vote, a reaction by those classes and individuals, most of them strongly opposed 
to socialism, who were hard hit by the late government's measures to restore 
prosperity. (3) Manufacturers voting for Labour because they want high tariffs. 
(4) The social credit vote.' The upshot of this vote was, in Pharazyn's opinion, 
that 'the Labour Government has a mandate, not for socialism, but to make 
capitalism work'.17 He concluded that Labour's support would disappear if it 
began to implement socialist policies, and the resulting reaction would put 
socialism in New Zealand back ten years. 

Altogether, ther was pleasure that the Labour government had been elected, 
but doubt that it would achieve any of its socialist goals, and pessimism about 
whether it would survive as the government without compromising itself. The 
suspicions and fears of Pharazyn and Riske were borne out in an election 
statement by Walter Nash published the week after the election. It was a 
statement that was vague enough to leave readers with the impression that 
socialist policies might be implemented, without actually promising to do so. 
The editor added a note to the article, apologizing for not publishing it earlier, 
but shrewdly commenting that 'now that we have a Labour Government I trust 
Mr Nash will feel that publication at this date is of some value — perhaps more 
value'.18 

An article by Ormond Wilson MP, published a week later, was even more 
blunt. The Labour government had been elected on a programme of reconstruc-
tion, and its first policies must be to raise standards of living, and thereby to 
ensure its re-election. Once this had been achieved, the Labour government 
could then consider implementing more socialist policies. The role of socialists, 
such as those writing for Tomorrow was, in Wilson's opinion, to prepare the 
public for the introduction of socialist policies in Labour's second term of 
office.19 Other writers, like Pharazyn, were prepared to give Labour the benefit 
of the doubt, so long as it did not abandon its socialist ideals. Pharazyn outlined 
some of the things he hoped the Labour government would do the week after the 
election: 'It can start to educate the working class for socialism, it can encourage 
the independent development and maximum activity of the trade unions and the 
formation of workers' committees... but above all things it is now in a position 
to prevent the formation of reactionary organisations designed to defeat the will 

17 'Labour's Great Opportunity', ibid., 2, 7 (11 December 1935), p. 3. 
18 Nash, 'Labour's Aim', ibid., 2, 6 (4 December 1935), p. 5. 
19 'What Now?', ibid., 2,7 (11 December 1935), pp. 8-9. 
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of the people. If it begins to do these things Socialists must support it.'20 

With the beginning of the Parliamentary session, Tomorrow began to devote 
some space to analysing and commenting on the policies Labour was introduc-
ing. The commentators were interested in the big issues: nationalization, 
financial policy, and industrial conciliation and arbitration. It was the govern-
ment's position on these issues that would determine the future of socialism in 
New Zealand. Other day-to-day decisions were noted in the 'News And Views' 
column, but only the major decisions received any debate or analysis. 

The first legislation commented upon was the Reserve Bank Bill, which 
allowed the Labour government to buy the Reserve Bank and turn it into a state 
controlled central bank. In typical style, Tomorrow applauded the theory behind 
the policy but criticized the government for pandering to capitalist interests by 
paying a premium on the shares it bought from shareholders in the Reserve 
Bank.21 The other legislation to receive immediate attention was the Industrial 
Conciliation and Arbitration Bill, which also received Tomorrow's cautious 
approval. In this case, Tomorrow was concerned that industrial power should lie 
with the unions, and not with the government, which could change.22 

Tomorrow's attitude towards the Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration Bill 
was a good example of the kind of interpretation the magazine regularly placed 
upon political events. The legislation, like the government, was placed in the 
context of the struggle between socialism and capitalism. The legislation itself 
•was considered neutral, but writers such as Pharazyn reminded their readers that 
unless they were supported by a benevolent government, the trade unions could 
be defeated by employer-backed 'scab' unions, which were aligned with the 
right-wing capitalist forces in society. Pharazyn and Tomorrow articulated the 
view that the Labour government had not gone far enough in safeguarding the 
interests of the working class, and probably could not be trusted to do so. 
Pharazyn wrote: 'A writer in the New York Times at the time of Hitler's rise to 
power, traced the historical origin of the fascist idea of the unity of interests of 
employer and employee under capitalism, to the arbitration system introduced 
into this country in the nineties. The Labour government and the Labour 
Movement in general now has the opportunity to prove him right or wrong.'23 

A review of legislation passed by Labour in its first session reveals 
Tomorrow's attitude in a different way. Its first comment was harsh: 'It might 
be said that the Government has strengthened democratic institutions on the one 
hand and on the other passed economic legislation typical of fascism.'24 The 
magazine considered the Reserve Bank Amendment Act to be the bright spot of 
the first session's legislation. But the performance of the government still raised 

20 'The Landslide', ibid., 2,6 (4 December 1935), p. 5. 
21 'A Reserve Bank Bill', 'News And Views', ibid., 2,19 (1 April 1936), pp. 1-2; 'The Reserve 

Bank Bustle', 'News And Views', ibid., 2,20 (15 April 1936), p. 1. 
22 'I.C. & A. Act Amendment', 'News And Views', ibid., 2,19 (1 April 1936), p. 2; 'I.C. & A. 

Act Amendment' & 'Undermining Unionism', 'News And Views', ibid., 2,20 (15 April 1936), pp. 
2-3. 
23 'Trade Unionism — What For?', ibid., 2, 24 (10 June 1936), p. 6. 
24 'Historic Session', 'News And Views', ibid., 3, 1 (11 November 1936), p. 1. 
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questions amongst the magazine's writers: 'if each of its statutes is tested with 
the question "Does this favour employers or employees?" the answer must be in 
favour of the Government, as a workers' government. . . . If that is not the test 
and the question to be asked is "Is this a step to Socialism?" no short answer can 
be given.'25 

Labour's first budget received a similarly lukewarm response. The magazine 
damned it with faint praise, describing it as 'financially orthodox throughout' 
before restating the point that 'unless underlying causes are dealt with, then as 
night follows day, such good times must sooner or later end in slump or war'.26 

Aside from this, Tomorrow found the budget to be generally sound and fair, if 
not radical. Nash's guaranteed price scheme was also approved, while hope was 
held out that the financing of Labour's housing schemes would depart from 
orthodoxy to address the housing needs of New Zealanders. 

Discussion of the budget ceased with the issue following its reading. At the 
time, reporting the struggle against fascism in Spain took precedence over 
coverage ofNew Zealand politics. Tomorrow's criticism of government policies 
reflected the growing dilemma that was facing the magazine. The writers 
recognized that the government had to walk a tightrope in order to introduce 
reformist socialist legislation as well as get re-elected in 1938, but they were 
instinctively opposed to the kind of compromises the government was making. 
The question was: should Tomorrow support Labour despite its failings, or 
should it keep challenging the government to do better? 

A long editorial, one of the first published, accepted the fact that the Labour 
government was unlikely to implement any of the important features of their 
socialist policy in their first term. The situation, as the editorial described it, was 
not ideal: 'Possession of the Treasury benches, the goal sought for thirty years 
has been achieved, but the condition of retaining it is the postponement, for 
nobody knows how long, of any positive steps towards the original major 
objective of the Party and reason for its existence, Socialism.' Tomorrow's 
writers pinned their hopes on the belief that the first term in office would prepare 
New Zealanders for an advance in socialism after 1938. However, the editorial 
remained suspicious that in seeking to administer capitalism successfully, 'the 
Labour Party may lose sight of its objective altogether'.27 

Despite its misgivings about Labour, the magazine was even less inclined to 
trust the newly formed National Party. The attitude of the magazine to this new 
party was clear:' Constantly changing yet constantly the same thing, the political 
reactionaries of New Zealand have again declared a fresh start. There is little to 
be said about this new-old National Party. It proposes nothing. It declares itself 
as anti-Labour, and leaves it at that. We commend its frankness and abstention 
from the usual guff and bally-hoo. It is the What We Have We Hold, and we can-

25 ibid., pp. 1-2. 
26 'Labour's First Budget', 'News And Views', ibid., 2, 29 (19 August 1936), p. 1. 
27 'Background Of The Labour Conference', editorial, ibid., 3, 12 (14 April 1937), pp. 357-9. 
28 'The New Nationalists, 'News And Views', ibid., 2, 23 (27 May 1936), p. 5. 
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not see it getting much support unless conditions change in some unpredictable 
manner.'28 

With the coming of election year in 1938, Tomorrow found a solution to its 
problem by adopting a cloak of pragmatism, and temporarily abandoning its 
criticism of the government. The position was simple: having Labour in power 
was better than having a National government of any kind. The magazine took 
the opportunity to describe its position at the time of the announcement of 
Labour's social security proposals: 'The situation calls for a solid line up of 
progressive people behind the government. Criticism should be reserved until 
after the election The slogan should be, put Labour in this year and next year 
make them give us the kind of Social Insurance we want. '29 An important reason 
for adopting this position was the concern the magazine's writers had about the 
fascist tendencies of the National party. Seeing, once again, the situation in 
Marxist terms, Tomorrow was convinced that the election of National would see 
the introduction of fascism to New Zealand. Examples of National's 'propa-
ganda' were printed under the headline 'A Threat of Fascism',30 and an editorial 
entitled 'It Can't Happen Here'31 commented on the recent activities of pro-
fascist groups within New Zealand. 

Tomorrow's attitude was derived from its understanding of political events in 
Britain. In Tomorrow's view the British 'National' government was well on the 
road to fully-fledged fascism. Tomorrow clearly feared that New Zealand's 
financial and social aristocracy was about to attempt a takeover using the 
National party as its vehicle. The strength with which Tomorrow held this view 
was made clear in an editorial printed three weeks before the 1938 election. The 
editorial argued that the Nationalists, in the style of the Nazis, had adopted most 
of the policies of the Labour government. Entitled 'Socialism With A Differ-
ence', the editorial concluded: 'The Nationalists are not anti-socialists. Unable 
to return to the dear dead days of laissez-faire, they have had no option but to 
come forth as the champions of National-Socialism.'32 

Tomorrow's coverage of this issue occasionally became almost paranoid in 
the belief in the power international fascism was aiming at New Zealand. In 
August 1938 a story entitled 'City Attacks New Zealand Labour Rule' appeared, 
in which Tomorrow revealed that a whispering campaign was being run in 
London by 'a dangerous and unscrupulous Tory financiers' ramp [sic] against 
British Labour and the Government of the Dominion'.33 The rumours being 
spread suggested that New Zealand was about to repudiate all its debts. The 
reason for the rumours, Tomorrow revealed, was twofold: first, to scare voters 
away from Labour, and second, to discredit the British Labour movement by its 
association with the New Zealand Labour party. 

Although Tomorrow's claims about the threat of fascism to New Zealand 
were overstated, it must be remembered that during the period of the election 

29 'Social Security', 'News And Views', ibid., 4, 12 (13 April 1938), p. 353. 
30 'National Party Propaganda—A Threat Of Fascism', ibid., 4,15 (25 May 1938), pp. 463-4. 
31 ibid., 4, 16 (8 June 1938), pp. 483-4. 
32 ibid., 4 ,24 (28 September 1938), p. 741. 
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campaign the Czechoslovakian crisis took place in Europe. These events 
coloured Tomorrow's perception of the New Zealand election campaign. The 
crisis first appeared in the edition of 14 September, just two issues before the 
election. In the next issue, alongside the editorial that described the National 
party as National-Socialists, the magazine predicted that Chamberlain would 
ally Britain with Nazi Germany in a four-power pact to isolate Soviet Russia and 
provide for a fascist hegemony in Europe.34 Tomorrow's writers linked events 
in Europe with events in New Zealand. Fascism was a world-wide threat, and 
therefore it was perfectly legitimate to draw parallels between the Nazis in 
Europe and the National party in New Zealand. 

In the issue before the election, Tomorrow made an outright appeal to its 
readers to 'Vote Labour!' The editorial began, 'it is unthinkable that the 
"Nationalist" with its bogey of red ruin and its impudent chatter of freedom, will 
be successful at the poll'.35 Elsewhere in the magazine, quotations of National 
candidates were printed to emphasize the reactionary beliefs they held, and 
personal appeals from prominent members of the left were printed to encourage 
readers to vote Labour. 

The most remarkable appeal in the magazine was from the Prime Minister 
himself. Without mentioning socialism, Savage appealed to readers of 
Tomorrow to be unified behind the Labour government in the coming battle. His 
letter covered many of the issues that Tomorrow had been discussing in its pages 
over the previous year; he referred to threats to democracy from inside and 
outside New Zealand; he argued that the government must take reforms slowly 
to succeed; and he agreed that opinions as to methods differed, but that 
differences should be solved in a democratic way. In biblical language, Savage 
concluded his letter with an appeal for Labour supporters to rally behind the 
Party: 'Right now the Philistines, the Moabites and the Syrians are upon us. Pick 
your cause. And when you have chosen your side, lend a hand until the sun goes 
down or even till the new dawning.'36 

Tomorrow greeted the Labour government's victory with joy. It was, the 
'News And Views' writers said, 'A Victory For Sanity'.37 But the euphoria was 
short-lived. Reputation and energy had been invested in the effort to re-elect 
Labour, and there was considerable expectation that the government would 
immediately make a rapid advance towards socialism. However, suspicion that 
conservative groups within the government and community were working 
against this aim quickly surfaced. In the second issue after the election a 
columnist argued that the party needed more input into the policy-making 
process if the government was to be kept to its principles.38 Editorials published 

33 'A London Correspondent', 'City Attacks New Zealand Labour Rule', ibid., 4,22 (31 August 
1938), p. 687. 
34 'Appeasement', 'News And Views', ibid., 4, 24 (28 September 1938), pp. 737-8. 
35 'Vote Labour!', editorial, ibid., 4, 25 (12 October 1938), p. 774. 
36 Savage, ibid., p. 769. 
37 ibid., 4, 26 (26 October 1938), p. 801. 
38 'A Democratic Cabinet', 'News And Views', ibid., 5, 1 (9 November 1938), pp. 2-3. 
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at this time noted with suspicion the comments of the right-wing press urging 
moderation on the Labour government, and argued that attempts to discredit the 
government's socialist objectives must be rejected.39 As one editorial put it, it 
was 'Forward Or Compromise'.40 A month later, in December 1938, the 
expectations of Tomorrow's writers were again raised when the government 
introduced import and export licensing controls to prevent an outflow of capital 
from New Zealand. The editorial column exhorted the government to do the right 
thing; it was 'Now Or Never'.41 One columnist noted expectantly that 'an 
important advance towards Socialism migh t . . . be made'.42 

But these expectations were to be dashed. As 1939 began, the lack of action 
on the part of the government became disquieting. The disquiet was reinforced 
by the publication of an article which for the first time directly questioned the 
political and ideological beliefs of the Labour cabinet and caucus. Entitled 'The 
Caucus Munich', and written under the pseudonym 'L.R.C.', the article was 
clearly based on inside information about the divisions within the Labour 
government.43 It addressed the question of the re-election of the cabinet follow-
ing the election victory, and argued that the struggle for democracy within the 
Labour party could be a long and arduous fight unless the leadership showed 
itself to be committed to socialism. The article also made more specific 
allegations that suggested Savage had opposed increases to pensions, and Nash 
had opposed the social security proposals.44 

The issues raised by 'The Caucus Munich' were by no means new to 
Tomorrow. The magazine had long harboured concerns about the centralist and 
bureaucratic tendencies of the Labour party. The suspicion that Labour in 
government was less committed to socialism than it had been in opposition was 
widely expressed in the magazine's pages. Criticism of cabinet ministers was 
also not unknown to Tomorrow's pages. The Minister of Works, Robert Semple, 
was a particular bane of the magazine. In July 1936 Tomorrow published a 
selection of statements by Semple and then compared them to the style and 
content of Adolf Hitler.45 Semple's attacks on communists and the radical 
unemployed were particularly detested by Tomorrow's writers: how could he 
remain a member of a party which had as its official objective the 'Socialisation 
of the means of production, distribution and exchange'?46 But the most devas-
tating attacks on Semple were made by Henderson. The figure of the 'Bobadolf 
must rank as one of Henderson's greatest cartoon characters. 

For Tomorrow's writers the issue of democracy in the Labour party centred 
direcdy on the relationship among the Cabinet, caucus, and the party. The 
magazine's coverage of the 1937 Labour party conference focused on the 
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question whether the government would implement the Party's calls for the 
implementation of socialist policies. On that occasion Tomorrow quoted Peter 
Fraser who 'explained that a Labour government could not regard the decisions 
of the Labour conference as instructions to it but only as recommendations 
which it could accept or reject as it thought fit' ,47 Increasingly, Tomorrow found 
this position to be unacceptable. 

By early 1939 the concerns of Tomorrow's writers over the government's 
policies and attitudes had reached a critical point. There was now little positive 
comment about the government in the magazine. It was not, however, one of the 
regular commentators who tipped the balance of comment towards outright 
criticism: it was John A. Lee. There is no question that Lee was using Tomorrow 

47 'Labour Conference', 'News And Views', ibid., 3, 12 (14 April 1937), p.353. 
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to further his own political ends. By this time he was having difficulty getting 
material published in the Labour party newspaper, the Standard,48 so he turned 
to Tomorrow. By publishing in Tomorrow Lee could be sure he was reaching 
an influential and sympathetic audience. From its point of view, Tomorrow was 
delighted to have Lee as a contributor. He was by far the most exciting writer it 
ever attracted. 

The first article identifiable as Lee's appeared in July 1939. Entitled 'Is 
Retreat Begetting Retreat?',49 the article was published under the pseudonym 
'Spartacus'.50 He attacked Savage, Fraser, and Nash for betraying the spirit of 
socialism, and for becoming pawns of the capitalist class. As 'Spartacus' put it: 
'Instead of trying to safeguard the working class by building socialist founda-
tions, the party Hierarchy tried to eat their way to popular approval by demon-
strating that the proletariat was not ill-mannered at the tables of the great. '51 With 
its personal attacks upon the leaders of the government, this article was sure to 
get Lee into trouble. Savage intended to raise the issue at the 1940 Labour party 
conference, and Fraser actually asked Lee at the July National Executive 
meeting if he had written it; Lee denied he had.52 

Despite its criticism, Tomorrow still expressed its support for many of the 
government's programmes. One was the introduction of a universal health 
scheme, and Fraser received encouragement in his negotiations with the British 
Medical Association, which opposed the scheme's universality. The perform-
ance of the government in the budget debate also received congratulatory 
notices, particularly the speech of Lee, which was fully reported.53 

By this time, the international situation was beginning to exert a strong 
influence on New Zealand's internal politics. Tomorrow's writers had always 
argued that a stand against fascism would have to be made. When the declaration 
of war came, however, Tomorrow was worried over the outcome for socialism. 
The writers were suspicious of the motivations of the capitalist nations, and 
feared that a victory for the allies might see the entrenchment of capitalism 
throughout the world. On the other hand, Tomorrow's writers believed that the 
outbreak of war was another opportunity for the government to introduce a 
socialist economy. Again they were to be disappointed. 

The concerns of Tomorrow's editorial group were made clear in the issue 
immediately following the declaration of war. Two editorials raised the ques-
tions of civil liberties in wartime. The first examined the censorship regulations, 
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and asked: 'Are we or are we not to remain a democratic country during time of 
war? Are we or are we not to imitate the worst features of totalitarian States?'54 

In Tomorrow's opinion the protection of civil rights should have been a basic 
part of Labour's war policy. In the second editorial, 'Off On The Wrong Foot', 
the government's actions prior to, and including, the declaration of war were 
examined, and were found to be anti-democratic. War had been declared, and 
emergency regulations were passed without the consultation of Parliament. It 
declared that 'we find it difficult to understand the attitude of mind evidenced 
here'.55 To make it clear just how seriously they took the measures announced 
by the government, Tomorrow then published extracts from the Public Safety 
Conservation Act and the Censorship and Publicity Emergency Regulations 
1939. 

The question of the government's war policy soon became one of the issues 
of debate. Tomorrow's writers were concerned that internal and external 
political decisions were made on an ad hoc basis without any coherent frame-
work of Labour policy to guide the government's leaders. There was still some 
concern that the British government's heart was not in the war against Nazism, 
anu worry that Labour's leaders seemed to be following Britain's lead without 
criticism or thought. 

In the absence of any stated war aims from the government, Tomorrow began 
outlining what it felt those aims should be. Opposition to conscription was a 
basic plank of its policy, as was its objection to sending troops abroad until it was 
clear that there was no threat to the nation.56 On the question of war finance, 
Tomorrow advocated on several occasions the use of the Reserve Bank to create 
interest-free money to finance the war.57 Tomorrow advocated the development 
of a citizens' army, politicized to understand the nature of the class war, and loyal 
to the spirit of the Labour government. The government's opposition to con-
scription was applauded, as was the guarantee to recruits that they were not 
committed to overseas service, but there was concern that the armed forces were 
controlled by people who were opposed to the Labour government. The bottom 
line for Tomorrow was simple: 'From every point of view the Government's 
defence policy should be a Labour policy first, last and all the time.'58 

Conscription and the treatment of conscientious objectors were two issues 
associated with war policy which most concerned Tomorrow. They were issues 
that brought Tomorrow into direct conflict with the government. Articles, 
editorials, and notes opposing conscription appeared in nearly every issue 
published during the war. From the beginning of the war, Tomorrow acted as a 
supporter and defender of the right to protest and demonstrate. It published 
notices and reports of meetings and, as the war became more serious, reports of 
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the arrests and suppression of pacifist meetings. The 'News And Views' column 
put the point bluntly when it said: 'Members of the Cabinet cannot have 
forgotten the temper of labour's struggle in 1916 and their own part in it.'59 

The struggle of the conscientious objectors was an issue Tomorrow closely 
connected with that of civil liberties. Several editorials were published on this 
subject. Savage was criticized for his equivocal statements about civil liberties. 
The magazine felt that he was charging those who questioned the government's 
war policy with sabotage.60 Another editorial criticized the Attorney-General 
H.G.R. Mason for making statements which suggested the government would 
not be tolerant of criticism.61 The magazine commented caustically of the 
government's record: 'Prior to the declaration of war no one would have 
suggested that civil liberties would be curtailed under the Labour Govern-
ment.'62 

The same editorial also criticized Fraser and the Cabinet for introducing the 
Public Safety Conservation Regulations, which extended restrictions on free-
dom of speech, only a day after the National Executive of the Party had made a 
statement supporting civil liberties. The editorialists questioned Fraser's loyalty 
to the party, and emphasized the duty of the cabinet to abide by policy set by the 
National Executive. Henderson, himself a conscientious objector, expressed his 
disgust with Fraser in the following issue in a cartoon called 'Gone With The 
Wind'. 

Tomorrow's support for the pacifists was quite considerable. In the issue of 
1 May 1940, a 'Chronology of proceedings against members of N.Z. Christian 
Pacifist Society since declaration of war' was published.63 In the penultimate 
issue of the magazine, Tomorrow engaged in the interesting and novel use of an 
opinion poll to measure the public's attitude to the free speech issue. Using a poll 
taken by members of the Left Book Club Group, it claimed that 56.2% of people 
contacted favoured freedom of speech in wartime, whilst 34% opposed it and 
9.8% of people were indifferent, or did not know.64 Tomorrow acknowledged 
that the poll was probably not completely reliable, but outlined the methods and 
raw statistics of the survey in case the people had doubts as to its accuracy. It was 
keen to see the use of such polls in the future as an accurate measure of public 
opinion. Clearly the magazine's writers believed in the common sense of the 
'public' and its ability to understand accurately and comment on topical issues. 

The magazine's opposition to the government had begun to crystallize. The 
first issue of volume six, in November 1939, saw Tomorrow launch a concerted 
attack on the government and the Labour party. The 'News And Views' 
columnists, the editorialists, and individual contributors all questioned the 
motives and actions of groups within the party. A 'News And Views' article 
urged Labour party members to debate and criticize recent 'instructions and 
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0 rare opportunity ! Missed ! Gone fo r ever ! And now, instead of fame—the 
part of ghost. 
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recommendations' from the National Executive to Labour Regional Councils 
and branches.65 The editorial queried the government's war aims, and the Prime 
Minister's apparently unquestioning support for Britain.66 But the most search-
ing criticism came in an article by J. A. Collins entitled' Our Gangsters' ,67 which 
charged that a 'semi-terrorist organisation' of trade unionists was suppressing 
democracy in the party by intimidating members and MPs, packing branch 
meetings, and abusing their power as National Executive members to attack 
opponents. These people, Tomorrow claimed, were responsible for hobbling the 
Standard, and were supporters of the conservative members of the cabinet. They 
were also militantly anti-Soviet. 

From another point of view, Rohan Bell, in an article entitled 'Opportunism 
In The Labour Party', charged the party with suppressing discussion of socialist 
issues, especially relating to the government's support of the British. He argued 
that 'only a strong, politically conscious, united Labour movement can hope to 
defeat fascism abroad and defend democracy at home'.68 Bell represented the 
academic and Popular Frontist attitude to events in the Labour party. His views 
were probably accepted by, and mirrored, those of many of the other writers and 
subscribers to the magazine. These contributors identified the beginnings of 
dictatorship in the anti-democratic actions of a minority within the party. For 
them, the actions of the Labour government were a severe disappointment. Bell 
was probably not exaggerating his fears when he stated that 'now that we are at 
war, a great many measures are being introduced, which, if not actually fascist, 
are very nearly so'.69 

As 1939 drew to a close, Tomorrow took the last few steps into opposition to 
the Labour government. The issue of 6 December marks one turning-point in the 
magazine's history, namely the publication of Lee's article 'Psycho-pathology 
In Politics'.70 Much has been written of the article, but in essence it can be 
described as a thinly-veiled attack on the physical and mental health of the Prime 
Minister. In the following issue, Lee published an article entitled 'The Crime Of 
Espousing Democracy'. There Lee described the values he was fighting for 
within the Labour party. Invoking the memory of his wartime experiences, he 
wrote: 'Labour can only succeed on co-operation; NO LABOUR PARTY WAS 
MADE GREAT BY AUTOCRACY. If fit, I would to-morrow face a machine 
gun and risk my life to destroy Hitlerism. I hope no member of the Labour party 
will expect me to be so fearful of my comfort as to be afraid to advocate 
democracy in the control of the Labour party.'71 

Tomorrow also attacked the government in an editorial, entitled 'Labour's 
Crisis', which outlined the ideological and practical objections the magazine had 
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to the government's policies. Its legislation during the last session was described 
as 'mildly reformist', whilst war policy was roundly criticized. Tomorrow felt 
that the problem went beyond individuals and lay in the irresolute actions of the 
government's leaders. It urged the workers to oppose the government's actions, 
and warned that 'Socialist objectives are being conveniently obscured in the 
name of the "war effort" and soon we may be asked to join in the coming all-in 
crusade against "Bolshevik barbarism" \72 What Tomorrow was saying was that 
only the intellectuals who studied socialism, and the workers who naturally 
understood socialist ideology, could now stop the government's drift towards 
populism and liberalism. For Tomorrow, at least, the Red Dawn was over. 

Unfortunately, not even the workers could be trusted. As Tomorrow's 
criticism grew it found itself being denounced as an organ of 'Moscow' 
communism by the New Zealand Seamen's Union, presided over by Fintan 
Patrick Walsh. The denunciation, published in the Standard, charged that the 
magazine's activities included 'criticising everything the Labour government is 
doing, a n d . . . the publication of articles by open or concealed enemies of the 
Labour Movement'.73 Tomorrow, it was alleged, represented the interests of 
'intellectuals' who were opposed to the interests of the workers. In response to 
these charges, Tomorrow played the part of the political innocent, and claimed 
to be 'surprised and distressed that criticism should come from a workers' 
union'.74 

Tomorrow's open criticism of the government, and its role as a forum for 
dissenters like Lee, made it an obvious target for official retribution. It was Lee 
who first felt the anger of the government when he was sacked as Parliamentary • 
Under-Secretary. Tomorrow came to his support in its editorial column but 
conceded that 'Lee in his original "psychopathology" article may not have 
chosen the best vantage-ground for urging the left-wing case against the 
government's non-fulfilment of the Party's policy'.75 But it was at the Labour 
party's 24th annual conference, which met in Wellington on 15March 1940,that 
the dominant faction in the Labour movement got its revenge. On 26 March Lee 
was expelled. Lee's expulsion was directly linked to the publication of 'Psycho-
pathology in Polities'. The attack on Tomorrow was led by Fraser, who was in 
possession of a confidential report written by Savage. Savage's report referred 
to the role of 'one Labour Member of Parliament and one or two Communist or 
semi-Communist publications' in the political battles of the previous two years. 
Savage then specifically referred to Tomorrow and Lee: 

I regret to observe that one irresponsible periodical receives a great deal of encourage-
ment from members elected to support the Government I have been referred to by Mr 
Lee — within the hearing of others — as 'the silly old bastard up on the hill, the 
pathological case. All one need do is to read 'To-morrow,' particularly the issues of July 
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5,1939 and December 6,1939,76 to understand the desperate attempts Mr. Lee has made, 
largely during my illness, to destroy me as a political force.71 

Following the reading of the report, a bulletin reporting the nearness of 
Savage's death was given. Then David Wilson spoke. In his mind the relation-
ship between Lee's article in Tomorrow and Savage's illness was clear: 'When 
I came back to Wellington my attention was drawn to the December 6th issue of 
Tomorrow and the article by Mr Lee . . . . My own opinion is that Mr Savage's 
relapse, and it may only be a coincidence, commenced soon after the extracts 
from the Tomorrow article were published in some of the daily papers... And 
now Joe Savage is dying. Jack Lee stabbed Joe Savage in the back.'78 

The debate about accepting the report lasted six hours and, following 
acceptance, a motion to expel Lee was moved by Schramm. Some members of 
the Labour caucus, such as McMillan, Barnard, and Nordmeyer argued that the 
issue was not Lee's attack on Savage, but democracy in the Labour party. Wilson 
disagreed: 'No,' he said, 'the issue is whether any member of the party has the 
right to attack the leader, even if he is ill, in an anti-Labour paper.'79 Lee was 
expelled by a card vote, losing 546-344. 

Despite his attack upon the paper, Savage received a sympathetic obituary, 
which emphasized the reformist nature of his politics: 'The death of Mr. Savage 
has deprived the Labour Party of a leader who was popular not only with 
supporters of the Party but also with all those people who feel vaguely that some 
change in society is necessary. Mr Savage had the ability to inspire people with 
his confidence that the Labour Party could banish the evils of capitalism by 
social reform.'80 The magazine had not always been so kind. He had been 
regarded as a good leader, but devoid of any profound economic understanding. 
He had been described in August 1937 as 'a simple soul'.81 

The Labour conference itself was criticized in another editorial for achieving 
nothing, and for being manipulated by the National Executive. It was, said 
Tomorrow, 'more disillusioning than ever'.82On Lee's expulsion the editorial-
ists were particularly uncomplimentary: 'Thoughout the day the witch doctors 
beat the tribal torn toms while discussion of the dying leader's attack on Mr Lee 
proceeded. In this manner a suitable atmosphere for heresy hunting was created. 
Then at about 10.30 p.m. when the tribesmen were exhausted Mr. Schramm, 
tipped to be elevated to the priesthood in the near future, proposed the expulsion 
of Mr. Lee. After a brief debate Mr. Lee was expelled from the tribe.' The 
editorial urged that 'all sincere socialists must therefore redouble their efforts in 
the Labour branches and trade unions to secure democratic control'.83 The 
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editorialists clearly saw Lee's expulsion as the beginning of a battle within the 
Labour party, which they believed they would win. 

In the issues that followed, Tomorrow continued to support Lee and other 
critics of the Labour party and government. The magazine's editorialists also 
considered the reasons for the degeneration of the party and, in doing so, showed 
their own intellectual spots. In their opinion, the main reason was the move of 
Labour towards being a party of the masses. When this happened 'sincere but 
woolly minded individuals with no knowledge of socialist theory flock into the 
Party'. Another specific cause the editorialists identified was compulsory 
unionism, a system which gave union bosses 'voting power out of all proportion 
to the actual number of Party supporters in their unions'.84 

Tomorrow's intellectual bias was never more clearly shown than during this 
debate. The magazine's perception of events in the party, the motives of the 
participants, and the significance of the results were different from those being 
expressed in the rest of the media. The belief the writers held that their cause 
would eventually triumph over the anti-democratic forces in the Labour party 
was completely unrealistic, and shows a surprising lack of understanding of the 
dynamics taking place in the party and government. They identified the protago-
nists clearly enough, but were out of step with the nature of the events. 

The culmination of these events came in the issue of 1 May. Lee had 
announced the formation of his Democratic Labour party, and Tomorrow came 
out in support of the aims and ideals he espoused. It did not explicitly state that 
Labour party members should join the new party, but asked those on the left of 
the Labour party to consider their position in the light of recent events. The 
editorial stated: 'With the party leadership in its present frame of mind, and 
taking into account the peculiar circumstances created by the war, it is only 
doubtful whether there is any purpose in Socialists remaining in the Party . . . . 
If therefore, the Democratic Labour Party comes out unequivocally in favour of 
Socialism and at the same time produces a satisfactory immediate programme 
it should be supported by Socialists.'85 

As these events unfolded, Lee continued publishing articles in Tomorrow 
attacking the government's war finance policy.86 They restated his monetary 
beliefs, and suggested that the government's management of war finance would 
lead to massive debt. It is also likely that an article by Lee entitled 'Once I Lived 
among the Weathervanes' was in Tomorrow's hands when it ceased publica-
tion.87 This tongue-in-cheek essay chronicled Lee's fall from saint to sinner in 
the Labour party, and included past plaudits about Lee made by the party's 
leaders. Clearly neither Lee nor Tomorrow intended to let the government forget 
the past when it had advocated socialism. 
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The magazine also began giving space to statements from the Democratic 
Labour party. A statement by Lee and the Hon. W.E. Barnard on the policies of 
the Democratic Labour party was published in the last issue of Tomorrow. Its 
publication suggests that, had the magazine survived, it may have shifted its 
support from Labour to Lee's party. The statement outlined the economic and 
monetary policy of the party, and called for a return to the economic policies 
Labour espoused in its 1938 manifesto. The statement concluded that' it will thus 
be seen that in regard to Financial Policy we have not left the Labour Party. What 
has happened is that the Labour Party has left the Policy.'88 Rephrased, that 
statement might summarize the change in Tomorrow's relationship with the 
Labour party. How far this opposition would have gone, and how vocal 
Tomorrow might have become we will never know because following the 
publication of that issue, the magazine was suppressed. 

Tomorrow was not formally banned. Sometime between 30 May and 3 June 
1940 the Superintendent of Police in Christchurch interviewed H.W. Bullivant, 
the printer of Tomorrow, and warned him that if he published any material that 
was subversive his press would be seized. This threat was made following the 
passing of an amendment to the Censorship and Publicity Regulations on 29 
May which gave the Attorney-General the power to ban publications if he was 
satisfied that a subversive statement had been or might be made. In Tomorrow's 
case, no charge was laid, due to the printer's unwillingness to publish the 
magazine following this warning. No other printer was willing to publish 
Tomorrow. The informal nature of the warning suggests that the reasons for 
closing the magazine were not as clear cut as, say, the case against the 
Communist magazine, the People's Voice. Although the magazine had undoubt-
edly published subversive statements, it would be hard to argue that it repre-
sented a threat to public or national safety. Wood summed up the situation when 
he stated that 'if the case for its suppression was a doubtful one, the mode of 
suppression would seem even more questionable'.89 

The role of Fraser in the suppression of Tomorrow may well have been 
crucial. Martyn Finlay remembers that both Fraser and Dan Sullivan made 
'vague threats'90 to himself and others who both wrote for the magazine and 
worked for the government. Bill Sutch was probably the other contributor who 
was warned about his involvement with Tomorrow. It is quite possible that the 
combination of personal and political enmity generated by Tomorrow amongst 
members of the Labour cabinet and conservative trade unionists like Walsh was 
translated into action at a convenient moment of national emergency. With 
pressure for closure coming from within Cabinet and from Walsh, it would have 
been a simple matter for Fraser to instruct the Chief Censor, J.T. Paul, to have 
the magazine suppressed. 

The suspicious nature of Tomorrow's closure is compounded by the fact that 
a story that there was insufficient paper for the magazine to be printed on appears 
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to have circulated at this time. Tony Simpson repeats it in The Sugarbag Years, 
mixing the fact of the suppression with the story of paper shortages. He 
commented: 'in one of the shabbiest episodes in the story of the freedom of the 
press in this country Tomorrow was deprived of paper and ceased publication'.91 

Of this episode, Glover later noted that following the closure 'there was some 
evasive talk of the paper shortage'.92 

The suppression apparently caused Henderson little surprise. According to 
Rhodes, he felt that Tomorrow had been 'clubbed'93 by the government. 
Sometime following the suppression, Henderson destroyed all of Tomorrow's 
records and files. Rhodes explained that 'Kennaway, who had no faith in Fraser 
or any of them (well we didn't at that time, any of us) - he didn't want any of the 
records to get into their hands, so he destroyed the lot'.94 Rhodes explained that 
many people had written under assumed names that could have been revealed if 
the records had been seized. Elsewhere he commented that 'anyone who had 
experience of the campaign of vilification and slander that was being waged with 
more or less official support against communists, so-called fellow-travellers and 
leftists in general during that period could well understand Kennaway's reluc-
tance to preserve anything that might feed the flames of bigotry and intoler-
ance'.95 It was thus, in a climate of fear engendered by the first Labour 
government, that Tomorrow disappeared. 

In the late 1930s Tomorrow offered New Zealanders a comprehensive 
socialist analysis of their own current events and politics. No such analysis 
existed before Tomorrow was published. The magazine consciously set out to 
provide an informed, left-wing alternative to the existing New Zealand media. 
It was undoubtedly successful in this endeavour. Where nothing existed before, 
the magazine discovered a reading public, and a young enthusiastic contributing 
staff. In its pages the vision of a socialist New Zealand was openly expressed. 
There was no other vehicle for the contributors, and they quickly colonized the 
magazine and made it their own. For nearly six years, these writers maintained 
a continuous critique of the capitalist system, and put forward their own 
alternative vision. 

Tomorrow's role as the major socialist critic of the Labour government is 
particularly interesting. Using information from senior government advisers, 
the editorials and the 'News And Views' column maintained a stream of 
comment and criticism on Labour's ideology and policy. The tone of the material 
was often that of a family feud, as Tomorrow's socialist writers tried to come to 
terms with Labour's performance in office. Nearly always unyielding in their 
adherence to socialist ideology, Tomorrow's attitudes quickly led to the appear-
ance of major and eventually irreconcilable differences with the government. 

91 Wellington, 1974, p. 8. 
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95 Rhodes, p. 67. 
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What the magazine's influence was is difficult to say. Bertram noted that by 
1939 the connections of Sutch and Innes with Tomorrow were quite widely 
known. The fact that they, as senior government advisers, were writing for it led 
Bertram to consider that' there must have been a great many business people who 
would read it simply for those bits of information'.96 Finlay remarked that 
Tomorrow was read around Parliament 'by public servants and by politicians, 
anyone interested in administration and politics Its circulation was not great, 
but its influence in that kind of quarter, the diplomatic quarter and so on was quite 
significant.' He added that they were reading it because 'what was moving, what 
was maturing on the left of the Party was certainly to be seen there'.97 

Tomorrow's opinion of its influence was naturally quite high. In August 1939 
the 'News And Views' columnists noted that 'the influence of our paper is 
considerable. Quoted in Parliament, reduced to rag in public libraries in spite of 
its strong format, lent and re-lent, and discussed everywhere, this paper has a 
coverage out of all proportion to its printer's bill.'98 Where the exact truth lies 
it is impossible to say. 

The voice of the New Zealand left did not regularly surface again until the 
appearance of the New Zealand Monthly Review in 1960. Indeed, the Review 
(edited by Rhodes) acknowledged the role of Henderson and Tomorrow in the 
development of left-wing political thought in New Zealand. Rhodes wrote that 
'with all its faults and unevenness his [Henderson's] fortnightly paper helped to 
establish a standard for the independent and socialist journal in New Zealand'." 
The magazine's influence on the development of the young writers and intellec-
tuals of the New Zealand left cannot be denied. 

Without it the life of the political left in New Zealand at the time would have 
been as impoverished as the lives of the unemployed they worried about. 
Tomorrow was central to the political and ideological debates that took place 
amongst the New Zealand left in the late 1930s. In the end, the magazine 
achieved the dubious distinction of being too dangerous to the government for 
it to be allowed to continue. In some ways its suppression was the greatest 
compliment the Labour government could ever have paid Tomorrow. 
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